Review Session Reflection #1: What is your feeling/attitude about attending a tutoring session?

Needed help (2)
Helped me understand/improve (10)
Great/Interested because I needed a review (6)
Helpful and I feel confident on my next test (3)
Skeptical at first, really helped in the end (1)
Feel better/good (5)
Helpful (4)
Didn’t like going but I’m confused and have to (1)

Review Session Reflection #2a: Was the tutoring session able to help you discover the specific type of challenge you were having?

Yes, helpful (26)

Review Session Reflection #2b: What tools were shared?

Awareness of structure (5)
Better understanding of concepts (7)
Methods with equations (1)
Tips for certain problems (3)
Vocabulary (3)
Draw a picture (3)
How to read fractions (2)
Lining up numbers correctly for multiplication (1)
Write “PEMDAS” on top of paper (1)

Review Session Reflection #3: List some specific things (methods) you will do when posed with math problems that are a challenge for you.

Created a plan/method (25)
Set a goal to continue attending a study group/tutoring (3)

Review Session Reflection #4: What is your feeling/attitude towards tutoring now that you have completed a review session? How has it changed from when you first arrived for the session?

Very helpful (6)
Increased my understanding (13)
More confident (7)
Will come back (2)
Feel relieved (3)
Somewhat changed (1)